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Motivation
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● Exploring various novel photo sensors for direct VUV detection. 
○ Amorphous Selenium 

■ See Jonathan Asaadi’s talk from Monday
○ Organic photodiodes

■ See Mike Febbraro’s talk form Thursday

● Standard calibration methods are not ideal for rapid testing.
○ Active medium + radioactive source

■ Convolved effects of the medium and source
○ Xenon flash lamp

■ Limited to 175 nm and has a broad spectrum
○ Deuterium lamp

■ DC source



What we want
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● Device that mimics Nobel element scintillation 
○ Adjustable intensity

■ Single photon to ට (10k)
○ Timing as fast as reasonably possible

■ Picoseconds are cool but $$$
● Microsecond pulses will suffice

○ Variable wavelengths 
■ Specifically 120 to 200 nm

○ Ability to trigger the source
○ Integratable into existing readout systems

● In order to get a source closer to our requirements we developed one.
○ Mike Febbraro, Jonathan Asaadi, and Myself

LAr scintillation pulse



Apparatus
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● Overall system has a shared vacuum for 
both the spark and attenuation volumes. 

● Light from the spark then passes 
through two MgF2 windows which 
make up the attenuation cavity.

● After the attenuation cavity the light 
passes through a monochromator and 
is then detected via a VUV4 MPPC.

Version 0
source

Version 1
source

monochromator

vacuum/gas

MPPC

Photodiode 



Apparatus
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● Despite designing for 
maximum space/ reducing 
sharp edges, there were still 
occasional unwanted 
discharges

Driver circuitry 

Spark cell

Attenuation cell

● In order to reduce stray 
discharges the inner 
volume was coated in 
epoxy (stycast 2850FT w CAT11)



Driver circuitry
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● Developed a sparking circuit which utilizes a fast high voltage MOSFET 
○ Here both electrodes are held at a constant potential and when the trigger is sent one is pulled 

to ground, causing a discharge. 

Voltage filtering
Linear regulators to clean 
up the input voltage.

Clock/trigger logic
Has an adjustable on board 
clock, a single shot clock, 
and external inputs for the 
triggering logic. 

Spark generation
An adjustable fast square 
generator to drive the fast 
MOSFET.



Driver circuitry
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● Developed a sparking circuit which utilizes a fast high voltage MOSFET 
○ Here both electrodes are held at a constant potential and when the trigger is sent one is pulled 

to ground, causing a discharge. 

~10ns for an 
800V transition

● The overall design is centered around the 
combination of the NCP81074BDR2G 
MOSFET driver and IMW120R350M1H 
MOSFET

○ The driver has a spec of 4ns transition times
○ The MOSFET has spec of 7ns for 800V and a 

maximum voltage rating of 1200V

● This MOSFET/driver combination  with the 
fast pulse generator produces ~10s of 
nanoseconds -> 10s of microseconds 
pulses over the MOSFETs range.

Testing the 
MOSFET 
capability 

MOSFET

Trigger



Results
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● The source operates in low pressures (<100Torr) and has a spark gap that is 
2mm. The HV is kept around 850V for simplicity. However, this creates two 
operating regions, one for the driver the other for RC mode.

○ Fundamentally the spark time for the RC mode is determined by the gas pressure. Which in 
practise always required some non-trivial adjustment to become stable. 

○ For most gases tested the driver worked at  850V and the pressures were 10-15 Torr 

Driv
er

RC

In Argon @ 128nm 



Results
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● The attenuation cavity allows for any gas to be inserted, where the gas is 
selected based off the desired attenuation

○ For example P10 was used in argon to efficiently attenuate the 128nm light.
○ A simpler solution would be to use air since the oxygen in the air would provide a similar 

effect 

In Argon @ 128nm 
Attenuation of 128 
nm photons with 
P10 (90%argon 
10% CH4) down to 
the single photon 
level.



Results
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● Running with 
various gases 
changes the 
emission spectra 

● Due to the pressure 
the spectra is driven 
by atomic emission

○ The mean free path is 
on the order of mm’s

○ This implies the time 
between collisions is 
on order 100’s of 
microseconds



Conclusions
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● Developed a pulsed VUV source 
○ Adjustable intensity

■ Single photon to ~7500 photons @128 
● Depending on the monochromator settings

○ Timing as fast as reasonably possible
■ Turns out reasonably possible is 1-2 microseconds

○ Variable wavelengths 
■ Gas dependent but various strong atomic lines exist

○ Ability to trigger the source & integrate into existing readouts
■ The drivers peripheral systems take care of both

● This source will be used to calibrate the organic photodiodes as well 
as the amorphous Selenium  sensors. 
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Thank you for your time!

If you interested in more details or possibly 
interested in making one feel free to email me. 

austin.mcdonald@uta.edu


